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Abstract

The purpose of the study is to determine the opinions of graduate students from social studies education regarding the qualitative research method. The study was conducted in accordance with the phenomenological design, one of the qualitative research designs. The sample group of the study was composed of 25 postgraduate students including 11 females and 14 males studying in the Department of Social Studies Education in Division of Turkish Language and Social Sciences Education of Educational Sciences Institute, in Fırat University in the spring semester of the 2019-2020 academic year. The sample group was determined with criterion sampling, one of the purposeful sampling methods. The data of the study were obtained through interview method by using semi-structured interview form. Content analysis method was used in the analysis of the data obtained in the study and the qualitative data analysis program was employed to assess the data. It was determined as a result of the study that the graduate students expressed the qualitative research method as sensitivity to the natural environment, in-depth examination of a social phenomenon, and revealing perception and experiences. Since the qualitative research experience positively affect the knowledge and skills of the graduate students towards the study, they should be included more in the research environment and process. In addition, during the qualitative research process, graduate students should be encouraged and directed to academic activities.
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1. Introduction

Human beings have been trying to understand themselves, what is happening around them, the world and the universe since their existence. For this purpose, they have conducted researches in many fields and these researches have become more systematic over time. Sense of curiosity has become effective in conducting researches and people have approached science and systematic control of scientific processes with each passing day (Şahin, Uysal, Saraç, & Gündoğdu, 2019). Science actually stems from the desire of people to know themselves and their circle and dominate and control them whenever they want (Karasar, 2004). In short, science is a collection of information that arises from the desire of man to understand and make sense of the environment and nature.

The basis way that individuals and societies use to obtain information and solve their problems is science or research. Science is information about facts, obtained by scientific methods (Büyüköztürk, Kılıç Çakmak, Akgün, Karadeniz, & Demirel, 2013). Research is the attempt to solve a particular problem or questions in a systematic and logical way (Yıldırım, 1999). Scientifically valuable information is obtained through scientific ways. This scientific way includes doing scientific research involving many stages (Harman & Şeker, 2019). Scientific researches including many stages in a scientific process is generally conducted in two main areas including quantitative and qualitative researches.

The positivist paradigm, which prevailed until the beginning of the 20th century, has become more controversial as a result of the developments in social sciences and the production of new concepts and approaches that are more appropriate to the nature of social sciences (Spooner, 2002, cited by Balcı, 2011). In this context, the positivist thinking approach and quantitative research methods, which have existed as the only dominant series of values for
many years, have started to be replaced with qualitative research methods in social sciences with the increasing criticism on this series of values (Aydın, 2018). It was seen that quantitative research methods were replaced with qualitative research methods in the 20th century (Kartar, 2017). It is seen that qualitative research methods have increased rapidly in recent years and researchers from different disciplines such as educational sciences, program evaluation, public administration, organization science, family researches, linguistics, psychology and sociology conducted their research in accordance with qualitative research (Miles & Huberman, 2016).

Qualitative research means long-term and versatile in-depth examination of certain facts and events within their natural environment (Sabán, Koçbeker Eid, Sabán, Alan, Doğru, Ege, Arslantaş, Çınar & Tunc, 2010). In other words, qualitative research is an approach emphasizing the holistic and realistic manifestation of the events in the natural environment they are attached to and using different qualitative data collection tools such as observation, interview and document analysis (Yıldırım, 1999). In short, qualitative research is the researches where certain cases and event are examined in depth in their natural environments by using qualitative data collection tools and also a qualitative process is followed to understand the perceptions and experiences of individuals.

The purpose of the qualitative researches is to study and investigate a certain part of social life. In fact, qualitative researches are the studies in which a qualitative process is followed to understand the perception and experiences of individuals or societies about a particular subject (McKusker & Gunaydın, 2015). In order to conduct qualitative research, it is necessary to be determined in the qualitative research process by considering a problem and the time and resource demands of this problem. Qualitative researches may act together with quantitative researches but they should not be seen as an alternative research for quantitative researches (Creswell, 2016). In other words, qualitative research methods cannot replace quantitative research methods, that is, these methods cannot be used interchangeably. These two research methods have important advantages for the education field (Yıldırım, 1999).

Qualitative research, that makes the world visible, is composed of a series of interpretative material applications such as field notes, interviews, photographs and researcher diaries. Qualitative research has an interpretive and natural approach to the world (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). The fact that qualitative researches present a picture of real life since they focus on naturally occurring daily events constitutes one of their strengths (Miles & Huberman, 2016). Therefore, qualitative researches are the studies that try to investigate, understand, and make sense of a situation, event, and phenomenon in their natural environment.

Qualitative research methods generally allow to get deep and detailed information about the subjects (Patton, 2014). In this respect, the researcher acts like an explorer, traces the truth by asking additional questions, and gives importance to the subjective perspective of addressee (Karataş, 2015). Qualitative researches offer a rich and holistic content along with a strong potential to uncover complex situations (Miles & Huberman, 2016).

The quality of qualitative researches is heavily based on the methodological skill, sensitivity, and honesty of researcher. Because the researcher is a tool themselves in qualitative research. Obtaining useful and reliable qualitative findings depends not only on observation, interview, and content analysis, but also education, information, practice, creativity, discipline, and hard work (Patton, 2014).

The rapid development in information technologies today has led to the formation of information societies. Therefore, this development that has taken place in information technologies has directly affected the education systems and made it necessary to train qualified individuals who can adapt to the 21st century. In this case, education systems must train the specified manpower (Saracoğlu & Kaşlı, 2001). Universities have important roles and responsibilities in developing and modernizing the society in all aspects and raising this manpower (İşkşoluğlu, 1993). In Turkey, universities are the leading source in training scientist, researcher, and expert (Çırkırcı Demirtaşlı, 2002). It is very important to improve research skills of graduate students by increasing their professional responsibilities throughout the education process (Som, 2017). The reason is that the research skills and habits these students have developed affect all the researches they will do for the rest of their lives (Barrett, 2005).

Although the relevant laws and regulations of the Turkish Education System emphasize the researcher characteristics of the schools and individuals in the curriculum and aim the training of researcher individuals, research training is not seen to be sufficient in terms of content, method and level (Saracoğlu, 2008). In this context, one of the most important problems of today’s universities is that the line and relationship between education and training and research-development are not clarified. One of the main problems of the universities in Turkey is the insufficient research-development budget and insufficient “research culture” that will use this budget (Ötemel, 2013).

When the related literature is examined, there are many international studies on the qualitative research method and teaching the method (for example, Cobb & Hoffart, 1999; Breidenstein, Liberator, Lioi, Miro, Weber, &
Stoeck, 2001; Rifkin & Hartley, 2001; Blank, 2004; Efinger, Maldonado, & McArdle, 2004; Breuer & Schrezer, 2007; Li & Seale, 2007; Booker, 2009; Turner & Crane, 2016). It is seen that the studies on this subject is limited in Turkey (for example, Saban, 2007; Ersoy, 2015; Som, 2017; Şahin et al., 2019). Qualitative research method is among the important subjects that the students are required to acquire throughout their graduate education process. The aim of this study is to determine the opinions of the graduate students of social studies education about qualitative research method, teaching this method and their research experiences. In this sense, it is predicted to be beneficial in terms of qualitative research method and teaching this method to the researchers who have interest in qualitative research method and contribute to the literature.

The main purpose of the study is to determine the opinions of graduate students of social studies education about qualitative research method. For this purpose, answers to the following questions were sought:

1) How do graduate students define the qualitative research method?

2) What are the strengths and limited aspects of the qualitative research method?

3) What are the opinions of graduate students about the place and importance of qualitative research method in educational studies?

4) What are the criteria to be considered when conducting qualitative research?

5) What are the stages that graduate students have difficulty while conducting qualitative research?

6) What are the suggestions of graduate students for the solution of the problems they face while conducting qualitative research?

7) What are the evaluations of graduate students regarding competence of their knowledge and skills in continuing qualitative research?

8) What are the thoughts of graduate students about what they gain as a result of their qualitative research experience?

9) What are the evaluations of graduate students regarding the graduate education given in the teaching of the qualitative research method?

2. Method

2.1 Design of the Study

The study was conducted in accordance with the phenomenological design, which is one of the qualitative research designs. Phenomenological studies aim to reveal how an individual experience and perceive the world about a phenomenon as a result of his/her interaction with the world as well as to describe, understand, and interpret the structure of the phenomena (Çilesiz, 2011).

2.2 Study Group

The sample group of the study was composed of 25 graduate students studying in the Department of Social Studies Education in Division of Turkish Language and Social Sciences Education in Educational Sciences Institute in Firat University during the spring semester of 2019-2020 academic year. The sample group was determined with criterion sampling that is one of the purposeful sampling methods in terms of conducting in-depth research depending on the purpose of the study and being suitable for the subject of the study. In criterion sampling, observation units meeting the criteria set for the sample in the study can be composed of individuals, events, objects or situations having certain qualities and these formed units are taken into the sample (Büyüköztürk et al., 2013). In this study, the criterion was that the graduate students took the qualitative research methods course or one of the courses in which qualitative research methods are taught (scientific research methods, research methods, etc.) and the students conducted a qualitative research or carried out a study by using qualitative research method in the course. In this context, students continuing graduate education in the department of social studies education were reached and the study was conducted with 25 students.

Volunteering principle was taken into account in including the graduate students in the study. Table 1 shows distribution of graduate students participating in the study according to their gender.
Table 1. Distribution of the sample group according to their gender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graduate education</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Graduate student</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A total of 25 postgraduate students including 11 females and 14 males participated in the study. These students consisted of a total of 20 graduate students including 10 females and 10 males and a total of 5 PhD students including 4 males and 1 female.

2.3 Data Collection Tool and Data Collection

The data of the study were obtained by using interview technique. The purpose of the interview method is both to learn the answers to the questions asked and to try to understand the experiences of the participants on the subject, how they perceive and express the subject (Seidman, 2006). In accordance with the purpose of the study, the data of the study were obtained with semi-structured interview technique. The semi-structured interview is important in terms of giving the opportunity to the interviewee to express him/herself and to get in-depth information on the subject investigated (Büyüköztürk et al., 2013). Therefore, the semi-structured interview form developed by the researchers was used in the study. This form was prepared with the aim of getting the same kind of information from different people by focusing on similar topics. It provided the interviewer with a list of questions and topics to be discovered during the interview (Avcı, 2008).

While preparing the interview form, firstly, the literature was reviewed and the studies on the subject were examined in detail. The prepared draft was then submitted to the opinions of three faculty members of the Department of Social Studies Education in Division of Turkish Language and Social Sciences Education in the Faculty of Education, Firat University. It was regulated in accordance with the feedback and the interview form was made ready for the application. In the study, the interview form consisting of 9 questions developed by the researchers was used as the data collection tool. Ethical permission was obtained from Social Sciences and Humanities Researches Ethics Committee of Firat University (03/03/2020-382205) for this research. Before starting the interviews, the sample group was informed about the research subject and the questions included in the interview form by providing brief information and then the interviews were conducted.

2.4 Data Analysis

In the analysis of the data obtained in the study, content analysis method was used. “Content analysis is a scientific approach that investigates the social reality through classifying objectively and systematically the message contained in verbal, written and other materials in terms of meaning and/or grammar as well as converting them into numbers and making inferences” (Tavşancıl & Aslan, 2001). According to Bilgin (2014), this analysis aims to comment from the items observed and described in messages but to get rid of subjective factors in interpretation.

Qualitative data analysis program was used to assess the data. This analysis program was used in the study since it eases data storage and coding and helps to analyze. The data obtained from the interviews were transferred into the computer environment as they were and they were made suitable for analysis. In order to facilitate the analysis of the expressions in the interview, these expressions were coded into short and meaningful symbols in accordance with the purpose and questions of the study. Draft themes were determined by establishing correlation with the related literature and the codes were arranged according to these draft themes. Later, these draft themes were checked and put into final form. The relationship between the themes was determined and the main and sub-themes were gathered under the study questions. By preparing a code and theme list, the data were organized so that this list is consistent within itself. Thus, how many participants emphasized the same theme was revealed and areas where themes were concentrated more were determined. The obtained themes were then visualized and presented in models in order to provide a clearer and more comprehensive view. These models were interpreted by including direct citations from the participants’ opinions. The participants’ opinions about themes are given in italics in inverted commas. Besides, personal information of the participants was given by the codes directly found at the beginning of the citations. In these codes: “S” abbreviation refers to students, numbers “1” and “2” refer to the order of the students, “M” abbreviation refers to graduate students and “PhD” abbreviation indicate PhD students, the letters “M” and “F” indicate the gender of students.
It is important to ensure the validity as a result of the study in qualitative researches. Reporting comprehensively the data collected as a result of the study and explaining how the researchers found the results in detail are among the criteria that are considered important for ensuring validity in a qualitative research (Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2016). Ensuring validity is based on the evaluation of the accuracy of the research results in terms of perspective of the reader, participant, and researcher (Creswell & Miller, 2000). In the study, how the research results were obtained to ensure validity was explained in detail and they were reported in detail in the results section. Thus, the reader, participant and researcher were ensured to evaluate the accuracy of the study results.

In order to ensure the reliability of the research and eliminate the individual effects that may be encountered during the data coding process, the coding was made upon evaluation of the interview data independently by different researchers (coders) conducting the study and these coding were then compared and numbers of agreement and disagreement were determined in order to find out whether there was compatibility between different coders so that the reliability of the study was calculated. Reliability was calculated using the following reliability formula of Miles and Huberman (1994/2016); “reliability=number of agreement/total agreement + number of disagreement”. The reliability value calculated according to the reliability formula was determined as 91%. In the study, it was determined that the desired level of reliability was obtained since the agreement was 91% as a result of the expert and researcher evaluations. According to Saban (2009), the desired level of reliability is provided when the agreement is 90% and above as a result of the expert and researcher evaluations in qualitative researches.

In order to ensure the reliability and validity of the study, the credibility, transferability, consistency and confirmability strategies stated by Erlandson, Harris, Skipper and Allen (1993) were used. Expert review and participant confirmation for evaluating the credibility, detailed description and purposeful sampling to increase transferability, consistency review for ensuring consistency and confirmation review to ensure confirmability were carried out to ensure validity and reliability. In the study, expert review was performed by having a person, who is specialized in research and qualitative research methods, review the study in order to evaluate credibility. The obtained data and the results related to these data were confirmed to the participants and the participant confirmation was made. In order to increase transferability, the raw data were rearranged according to the concepts and themes emerging as a result of the analysis and detailed descriptions were made by sticking to the nature of data and without adding any comments. Then, purposeful sampling method, which has tendency to reveal general and specific information, was used in qualitative research. In order to ensure consistency, a consistency review was conducted which reveals whether or not the researchers are consistent in the research process by looking from the outside. In order to ensure confirmability, an expert was asked to compare the raw data with the results obtained by the researchers in the study and to evaluate if or not the researchers employ the confirmation mechanism and the confirmation examination was made.

3. Findings

Nine main themes were determined about the opinions of graduate students in social studies education regarding the qualitative research method.

3.1 Results Related to Qualitative Research Method

Opinions of social studies education graduate students about the qualitative research method were obtained and this theme was found to have seven sub-themes according to these opinions. Figure 1 shows the model and number of loading for this theme.
When the opinions of the graduate students about qualitative research method were evaluated; the highest number of loadings was seen to be in “sensitivity to the natural environment” sub-theme. The other sub-themes determined for the qualitative research method were determined as “in-depth examination of a social phenomenon”, “revealing perceptions and experiences”, “a long term and intense interaction process”, “multiple data source”, “flexibility” and “holistic approach” with minimum number of loading. Some sub-themes and participant views are given below.

While the participant (S.4.M.F.) who associated qualitative research method theme with “sensitivity to the natural environment” sub-theme expressed her opinion as “Qualitative research expresses the process in which certain events are examined for a long time and very intensely in their own natural environment.”, another participant (S.6.M.F.) is seen to express qualitative research method as examining certain facts, events and situations in their natural environment by saying that “I think it is a research method in which phenomena and events are examined in their own natural environment.”.

While a participant (S.10.PhD.F.) expressed her opinion on “multiple data source” sub-theme as “Qualitative research method is a research method enabling the detection of some results by using qualitative information collection methods or techniques without having any aim to reach a general judgment.”, another participant (S.20. PhD.M.) who thinks similarly tried to explain his opinion as “It is a research in which perceptions and situations are presented in a holistic way in their natural environment by using different qualitative data collection tools such as observation and interview.”. Qualitative research is expressed as a study in which social facts and events are examined using different qualitative data collection methods such as observation, interview and document analysis.

3.2 Results Related to Strengths and Limited Aspects of Qualitative Research Method

Opinions of social studies education graduate students on strengths and limited aspects of qualitative research method were obtained and this theme was seen to be concentrated around two sub-themes in line with these opinions. Figure 2 shows the model and number of loading for this theme.
When the model related to strengths and limited aspects of qualitative research method is examined, the qualitative research was seen to be divided into two sub-themes as “strengths” and “limited aspects”. The graduate students expressed the “strengths” theme with the sub-theme of “being suitable for social sciences” with maximum ten loadings. The other sub-themes determined for this theme were found as; “providing detailed and deep information”, “revealing personal perceptions”, “making rich descriptions”, “explaining causal relationships”, “flexibility of the study”, “going out of numerical data” and “providing rich and holistic content”, respectively. The graduate students expressed “limited aspects” theme as “limiting generalizability”, “researcher’s ability to develop a subjective attitude” and “difficult to measure the correlations between variables”. Some sub-themes and participant views are given below.

The strengths of the qualitative researches are associated with the sub-theme of “being suitable for social sciences”. While a participant (S.1.M.F.) thinking that way expressed her opinion as “I think it has a very important place in the social sciences.”, another participant (S.12.M.M.) expressed his theme-related opinions as “Qualitative research; being a research type used within the scope of the social sciences, examines human behaviors and interprets them according to their qualifications”.

Limited aspects of qualitative researches are seen to be expressed with the sub-theme of “researcher’s ability to develop a subjective attitude”. Regarding this theme, the participant (S.17.M.M.) stated his opinions as “Subjective assessments have the risk of affecting results. It is difficult to generalize the obtained data.” whereas, another participant (S.20.PhD.M.) who was think that way expressed his opinions as “Personal observations, emotions, and thoughts of some researchers show their effect in data collection process of the study and the interpretation of the results. In other words, the researcher’s personal perceptions and experiences affect the research process.”. In fact, the graduate students stated that some researchers reflected their personal observations, values and attitudes into the research process and this directly affected the research process in qualitative researches.

3.3 Results Related to the Place and Importance of Qualitative Research Method in Educational Researches

It was determined that eight sub-themes were emphasized about the place and importance of qualitative research method in educational researches. Figure 3 shows the model and number of loading for this theme.
When the opinions of graduate students about place and importance of qualitative research method in educational researches were evaluated, the sub-theme of “being appropriate to the nature of education researches” was expressed with maximum eight loadings. Then, the other sub-themes were expressed as; “observation of personal experiences in their natural environment”, “providing descriptive, in-depth and detailed information”, “revealing personal perceptions and experiences”, “contributing to theoretical development”, “explaining why and how events took place”, “providing a picture of real life”, and “discovering little-known topics”, respectively. Some sub-themes and participant views are given below.

The participant (S.6.M.F.) associating the theme of place and importance of qualitative research method in educational researches with “observation of personal experiences in their natural environment” sub-theme explained her opinions as “Qualitative methods are needed in studies aiming to reveal perspectives of people in research problem in educational researchers, to understand the outside world from their perspectives, and to observe their behaviors in the natural environment.”. In fact, since qualitative researches are the studies aiming to observe the experiences and behaviors of individuals in their natural environment, they have an important place in educational researches.

The participant (S.4.M.F.) explained her opinions about “Explaining why and how events happened” sub-theme as “In qualitative researches, which aim to investigate the social life, the answers of the “how” and “why” questions about a phenomenon are sought. In other words, it makes explanations about how and why a phenomenon occurs. In this respect, it has an important place in education”. Another participant (S.11.M.F.) expressed his/her opinions as “Qualitative research method is a useful and important method especially since it seeks answers to why and how questions without being expressed in numerical results.”

3.4 Results Related to the Criteria to be Considered While Conducting Qualitative Research

It was determined that there were nine sub-themes related to the criteria to be considered while conducting qualitative research. Figure 4 shows the model and number of loading for this theme.
While criteria to be considered while conducting qualitative research were seen to be concentrated in “research questions should be prepared in accordance with the nature of qualitative research” subtheme with maximum eight loadings, the criteria of “problem and purpose of the study should be clearly stated”, “research process should be planned”, “sampling method should be determined in the research”, “data collection tools should be clearly defined”, “data analysis method should be explained”, “ethical principles should be considered in research”, “conceptual framework of research should be established” and “the study results should be summarized and discussed”, respectively, were stated to be taken into account. Some sub-themes and participant views are given below.

While the participant (S.16.M.F) explaining “Research questions should be prepared in accordance with the nature of qualitative research.” sub-theme expressed her opinions as “the questions prepared in the research process should be appropriate to the nature of the qualitative method, the questions should be clear and understandable and these questions should only question a single subject or area.”, another participant (S.21.M.F) stated that preparing the research questions in accordance with the nature of the qualitative research is an important step necessary to be considered in qualitative research process by saying that “In preparing the research questions, it is important first to determine the basic problem of the study and to examine the literature carefully. It is also important to prepare questions appropriate to the nature of qualitative research.”.

While the participant (S.9.M.M.) expressed his opinions about “Research process should be planned” sub-theme as “While conducting a qualitative research, we must first clearly identify the main steps to be followed in the process.”, another participant (S.24.M.F) explained her opinions as “It does not matter if it is quantitative, qualitative or mixed research, it is very important that a scientific research follows a systematic and consistent process. For this purpose, the first criteria to be considered in the study is the planning of the study. The basic steps to be followed during the research process should be determined.”. It was determined that they considered planning the research as important in terms of allowing to follow-up a systematic process and it is suitable for the nature of the qualitative research.
3.5 Results Related to Challenging Stages While Conducting Qualitative Research

It was determined that there were eight sub-themes regarding the challenging stages while conducting qualitative research. Figure 5 shows the model and number of loading for this theme.

![Figure 5. Model related to challenging stages while conducting qualitative research](image)

The graduate students expressed the stages they had difficulty in conducting qualitative research as “participant volunteering”, “use of qualitative data analysis programs”, “ensuring validity and reliability”, “correct coding of data and creation of themes”, “planning the process is difficult and time consuming”, “the researcher’s anxiety of being biased”, “process of getting permission from authorized institutions”, and “mixing qualitative research with qualitative data collection methods”. Some sub-themes and participant views are given below.

While the participant (S.3.M.M.) explaining “Participant volunteering” sub-theme expressed his opinions as “I am having problems about the volunteering of the participants while conducting qualitative research.”, another participant (S.14.M.F.) expressed that the problems caused by the participants were experienced in the studies by stating that “Unwilling condition of the study groups in data collection stages and not responding truthfully disrupts the flow of the study.”.

The participant (S.21.M.F.) expressed her opinions about the sub-theme “Correct coding of data and creation of themes” as “Doing a scientific research is not an easy task. Besides, it is not also easy to correctly code the qualitative studies containing dense data and to form the themes. In this process, I refer to the expert opinion and try to learn.”. It was stated that coding data and forming themes in qualitative research involves a very tiring and intense process both physically and mentally and the researchers had problems in the correct coding of the dense data set and the formation of the themes.
3.6 Results Related to the Recommendations for the Solution of the Problems Encountered While Conducting Qualitative Research

It was determined that there were nine sub-themes related to the recommendations for the solution of the problems encountered while conducting qualitative research. Figure 6 shows the model and number of loading for this theme.

![Figure 6. Model related to the recommendations for the solution of the problems encountered while conducting qualitative research](image)

When the model related to the recommendations about the solution of these problems encountered while conducting qualitative research was examined, they were seen to give recommendations of “participant volunteering should be ensured”, “expert support should be provided”, “qualitative data analysis programs should be taught”, “measures should be taken to ensure validity and reliability”, “qualitative research methods course should be given as theory and practice”, “codes and themes should be arranged”, “research process should be planned in accordance with the nature of qualitative research”, “qualitative research methods should be given by experts in the field”, and “literature should be followed closely”. Some sub-themes and participant views are given below.

While the participant (S.10.PhD.F.) explaining “Participant volunteering should be ensured” sub-theme expressed her opinion as “while participants constitute a resource for the research, they should support the researcher, be willing and informed...”, another participant (S.22.M.F.) expressed her opinions as “Awareness that these research topics will be a contribution to the scientific treasure should be given to participants. The most important thing I can say about this subject is the responsibility of every education person to contribute to scientific researches.”.
The participant (S.2.M.F) expressed her opinions about “Qualitative data analysis programs should be taught” sub-theme as “Analysis of qualitative researches is a complex and time-consuming process. Information about qualitative data analysis programs should be given and taught in the courses.” Another participant (S.4.M.F) emphasized that planning qualitative research process was difficult and time consuming and qualitative data analysis programs should be taught in order to spend this process more efficiently by stating, “Using computer programs in the analysis facilitates the analysis process. I believe that these programs should be taught to us in the courses given.”

3.7 Results Related to Knowledge and Skill Competence in Maintaining Qualitative Research

In accordance with the opinions of graduate students in social studies education regarding knowledge and skill competence in maintaining qualitative research, this theme was seen to be concentrated around two sub-themes. Figure 7 shows the model and number of loading for this theme.

Figure 7. Model for knowledge and skill competence in maintaining qualitative research

When the model related to knowledge and skill competence in maintaining qualitative research was examined, qualitative research was seen to be divided into two sub-themes: “strengths” and “limited aspects”.

It was found that there were ten sub-themes about “strengths” theme. Sub-themes determined for this theme were determined “eagerness to learn”, “communication skill”, “awareness of ethical standards”, “creative thinking”, “research methodological skills”, “scientific thinking skills”, “being respectful”, “being open to different thoughts and developments”, “problem solving skill”, and “empathy skill”, respectively. Six sub-themes were determined about “limited aspects” theme. The sub-themes determined for this theme were expressed as; “ability to comment”, “planning the process”, “time management”, “being objective”, “disciplined and hard work”, and “having in-depth knowledge”, respectively. Some sub-themes and participant views are given below.

While the participant (S.1.M.F) associating the strengths of knowledge and skill competence with “eagerness to learn” sub-theme explained her opinions as “I do not have any published study but in accordance with my assignments and studies, I know I am at the beginning of the road and I need to learn a lot of things but I believe
that I can improve myself as long as I am open and willing to learn.”, another participant (S.8.M.M) explained his opinion with “Being a willing person to do research is one of my strengths and I enjoyed the study.”

While the participant, (S.13.M.M) associating the limited aspects of knowledge and skill competence with “planning the process” sub-theme, emphasized that he did not consider himself competent in planning the process but he was aware that an effective planning should be done in the qualitative research process by stating that “I do not know which path I will follow during the qualitative research process such as determining research problem, selecting sampling method, data collection and data analysis. Since I have difficulties in planning the process, I also have difficulty in using my time efficiently. But I should find a solution to this problem as soon as possible.”

3.8 Results on Knowledge and Skills Gained as a Result of Qualitative Research Experience

It was determined that ten sub-themes were emphasized on the knowledge and skills gained as a result of qualitative research experience. Figure 8 shows the model and number of loading for this theme.

When the model on knowledge and skills gained as a result of qualitative research experience was examined, the graduate students were determined to express the subthemes of “gaining self-confidence”, “learning from deficiencies and errors”, “taking responsibility”, “planned working”, “being objective”, “controlling the process”, “gaining critical perspective”, “time management”, “ability to look from a holistic perspective” and “developing a flexible attitude”. Some sub-themes and participant views are given below.

While the participant (S.9.M.M) expressing his/her opinions about “Learning from deficiencies and errors” sub-theme as “In my qualitative works, I try to improve the quality of my works by eliminating my mistakes and missing points that I have seen in my previous studies”, another participant (S.10.PhD.F) explained her opinions with “As a result of a qualitative research experience, we learn how to carry out qualitative researches, we have
the opportunity to communicate with the participants directly through the researches and add new information to our knowledge. In addition, I try to make regulations for my next study by realizing my deficiencies in every qualitative study I have conducted.” It was determined in the study that the mistakes and deficiencies were considered as a significant gain in learning qualitative research process. Moreover, it was emphasized that by taking lessons from these deficiencies, these deficiencies would be fixed in the next studies and the studies would be enriched.

A participant (S.23.M.M), explaining his thoughts about “Time management” sub-theme, emphasized that his/her time management has become better as a result of experiences with the sentence of “It had a positive effect on my personal development. I had great difficulties in time management, especially since I did not proceed according to a certain plan. I did not ignore this in the next studies.”

3.9 Results on Graduate Education in Teaching the Qualitative Research Method

It was seen that the theme on graduate education in teaching the qualitative research method concentrated around two sub-themes. Figure 9 shows the model and number of loading for this theme.

![Figure 9. Model related to graduate education in teaching the qualitative research method](image)

When the model related to graduate education in teaching the qualitative research method was examined, it was seen to be divided into two sub-themes as “positive situations” and “negative situations”.

It was determined that there were six sub-themes about “positive situations” theme. The sub-themes determined for this theme were expressed as “gaining experience”, “directing to academic activities”, “being a guide and director”, “gaining researcher identity”, “gaining research knowledge and skills”, and “increasing professional responsibilities”, respectively. It was determined that there were five sub-themes about “negative situations” theme. The sub-themes determined for this theme were expressed as “not given by experts in the field”, “insufficient support of theoretical information with practices”, “having practice without teaching” and “giving education superficially”, respectively. Some sub-themes and participant views are given below.

While the participant (S.1.M.F) who associated positive situations with “gaining experience” sub-theme explained her thoughts as “I take my lessons and making applications on this subject makes it easier for me to learn and I
think my advisor makes definitely the biggest contribution on this. Both the things my advisor taught me in his/her own studies and the homework given to me to improve myself are very important, so I see it sufficient. ”, another participant (S.11.M.F) emphasized that the education given and the practices made for teaching qualitative research method helped them to gain experience by stating that “Education and tasks given during graduate education make us experienced in research method. However, it can be improved.”

The participant (S.18.M.M) who associated negative situations with “not given by experts in the field” sub-theme explained his thoughts as “As a student who took these courses, I saw that the faculty members explaining this method are not experts in their field. I believe that such important courses should be given by the faculty members who are expert in the field just like the professor ... “

4. Conclusion, Discussion and Recommendations

It was determined that social studies education graduate students generally expressed the qualitative research method as “sensitivity to the natural environment”. Additionally, it was seen that they defined qualitative research method as “in-depth examination of a social phenomenon”, “revealing perceptions and experiences”, “a long term and intense interaction process”, “multiple data source”, “flexibility” and “holistic approach”. Similarly, in the study by Saban (2007), it was concluded that graduate students expressed the concept of qualitative research as the effort of first-hand perspective taking in the natural environment, an effort to reveal personal perception and perspectives, and an in-depth examination of a social phenomenon. In the study by Som (2017), it was observed that graduate students defined qualitative research method as providing in-depth information.

It was determined that social studies education graduate students expressed the strengths of qualitative research method as “being suitable for social sciences”, “providing detailed and deep information”, “revealing personal perceptions”, “making rich descriptions”, “explaining causal relationships”, “flexibility of the study”, “going out of numerical data”, and “providing rich and holistic content”. Similarly, in a study conducted by Şahin et al. (2019), it was determined that graduate students expressed the qualitative research method as the opportunity to acquire in-depth knowledge, allowing the researcher freedom, being more suitable for the social sciences, and giving the opportunity to make emotional and subjective comments. The limited aspects of the qualitative research method were expressed as “limiting generalizability”, “researcher’s ability to develop a subjective attitude” and “difficult to measure the correlations between variables”. In the study by Som (2017), graduate students were observed to express the limited aspects of qualitative research as the problems in providing generalizability and objectivity. In the study by Booker (2009), the reflections of qualitative research methods on teaching were investigated and it was concluded that qualitative research methods were limited in terms of subjectivity and generalizability.

When the opinions about the importance of qualitative research method in education researches were evaluated, it was determined that graduate students considered the qualitative researches important in terms of “being suitable for the nature of educational researches”, “observation of personal experiences in their natural environment”, “providing descriptive, in-depth and detailed information”, “revealing personal perceptions and experiences”, “contributing to theoretical development”, “explaining why and how events happened”, “providing a picture of real life”, and “discovering little-known topics”.

It was observed that the graduate students expressed the criteria to be considered while conducting qualitative research as “research questions should be prepared in accordance with the nature of qualitative research.”, “problem and purpose of the study should be clearly stated”, “research process should be planned”, “data collection tools should be clearly defined”, “sampling method should be determined in the research”, “data analysis method should be explained”, “ethical principles should be considered in research”, “conceptual framework of research should be established”, and “the study results should be summarized and discussed”.

It was observed that the graduate students faced some difficulties while conducting qualitative research. “Participant volunteering” was primary among these difficulties. In addition, the graduate students were seen to have difficulties in the stages like the “use of qualitative data analysis programs”, “ensuring validity and reliability”, “correct coding of data and creation of themes”, “planning the process is difficult and time consuming”, “the researcher’s anxiety of being biased”, “process of getting permission from authorized institutions”, and “mixing qualitative research with qualitative data collection methods”. Similarly, in the study by Som (2017), it was concluded that graduate students had difficulties in subjects such as correct coding of dense data set, forming themes, ensuring validity and reliability and obtaining permission from authorized institutions during qualitative research process. In their study, Li and Seale (2007) determined that PhD students had difficulties in qualitative data analysis due to uncertainties in code definition and where to start coding. In the study by Blank (2004), it was seen that the graduate students stated that they had difficulties in the stages of defining and
It was found that graduate students made some suggestions for the solution of the problems they encountered while conducting qualitative research. It was observed that the graduate students made recommendations for conducting qualitative researches effectively as “participant volunteering should be ensured”, “expert support should be provided”, “qualitative data analysis programs should be taught”, “measures should be taken to ensure validity and reliability”, “qualitative research methods course should be given as theory and practice”, “codes and themes should be arranged”, “research process should be planned in accordance with the nature of qualitative research”, “qualitative research methods should be given by experts in the field” and “literature should be followed closely”. Similar to this result, it was seen in the study by Som (2017) that graduate students made some recommendations like “the course on developing qualitative research skills should be divided into two semesters as a theory and practice at the PhD level, sample scientific studies on the research subjects should be read and expert support should be provided.

The graduate students were determined to express the strengths on knowledge and skill competence in maintaining qualitative research subject as “eagerness to learn”, “communication skill”, “awareness of ethical standards”, “creative thinking”, “research methodological skill”, “scientific thinking skill”, “being respectful”, “being open to different thoughts and developments”, “problem solving skill”, and “empathy skill”. The graduate students expressed the limited aspects on knowledge and skill competence in maintaining qualitative research as “ability to comment”, “planning the process”, “time management”, “being objective”, “disciplined and hard work” and “having in-depth knowledge”. Likewise, in the study by Som (2017), graduate students were seen to express that the researcher should have effective communication skills during the qualitative research period. In their study Breuer and Schrezer (2007) emphasized that a researcher should have the skills of coping with conflicts, be open to different thoughts and be questioning in the qualitative research process.

The graduate students were determined to express the knowledge and skills they gained as a result of qualitative research experience as “gaining self-confidence”, “learning from deficiencies and mistakes”, “taking responsibility”, “planned working”, “controlling the process”, “being objective”, “gaining critical perspective”, “time management”, “ability to look from a holistic perspective”, and “developing a flexible attitude”. Likewise, it was concluded in the study by Ersoy (2015) that PhD students learned from their mistakes and learned to criticize themselves as a result of their first qualitative research experience.

It was determined that the graduate students evaluating graduate education in teaching the qualitative research method expressed the positive situations as “gaining experience”, “directing to academic activities and environment”, “being a guide and director”, “gaining researcher identity”, “gaining research knowledge and skills”, and “increasing professional responsibilities”. The graduate students were observed to express negative situations as “not given by experts in the field”, “insufficient support of theoretical information with practices”, “having practice without teaching”, and “giving superficially education”. In the light of the results of the study, some recommendations were reached.

- Considering the intensity of the content of qualitative research methods course and this course, this course should be given in two semesters as theory and practice.
- Since qualitative research applications positively affect the knowledge and skills of graduate students concerning research, they should be more involved in the research environment and process.
- The students studying in graduate education should be effectively guided and assisted during qualitative research process by faculty members.
- Courses related to qualitative research methods should be conducted by faculty members who are experts in their fields.
- Theoretical knowledge about qualitative research methods should be supported and strengthened by practices.
- During qualitative research process, students studying in graduate education should be encouraged for and directed to academic activities.
- Researchers can be ensured to follow national and international literature closely on qualitative researches and be aware of developments.
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